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f3.10), and therefore, the infinite systems of linear equations (3.Q f3.2) are quasi- 

completely regutar. 
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The author obtains the solution of a certain class of dual ~Igonome~c series with the 

aid of a method proposed by Tranter [l]. Certain crack and punch problems, both static 
and dynamic, reduce to this class. As an example the problem of steady-state vibration 
ofan unbounded plane with a periodic system of slits along the real axis is considered. 

The solution which is obtained permits the determination of a, purely inertial effect 
which lowers the fracture load. 

1, Let us consider the dual trigonometric series 
03 
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Following Tranter [l], we represent the coefficients B,* in the form 

Ea 

v (8 = COS ‘12 E S (SE _ !T(:~~, csc o 5~ ),,11 , 2 = sin Va E csc Va h (1.3) . * 0 

Substituting (1.3) into (1.2) and interchanging the order of integration, we obtain 

B,” = Bsin’i,E,SF(n, -n; 1; s2sin20.5 $)x(s) ds (1.4) 
0 

where F (n, -n; 1; 9 sin2 0.5&J is the hypergeometric function. 

We integrate the first of Eqs. (1.1) from 0 to 5, multiply the result by Sin r/sg and 
integrate once more over the same interval. This gives us 

Repfacing the expression in square bracke:s in (1.5) by the corresponding iypergeo- 

metric series c2] and substituting (1.4) into (1. 5), we obtain an equation for the deter- 
mination of x (s) 

L 

s 2 x ($1 Ic (s7 PI &I,) & = +a ;;$rg, 

where 

31 = zc ($3 PI $1 == 

= 2 nF(n,--n;1 ; s2sina 0.5E&) F (1 + KS, 
n=1 

This series can be summed [l] 

(0 < P < f) (1.6) 

(1.7) 

1 - n; “la; p2 sin2 0.5&) 

Sl = 0 (p < 4, ‘5-l = 
3 (9 - syl’, 

4ps sin2 0.550 (P > s) (1.8) 

After substituting (1.8) into (1.6), we obtain 
r 

(1.9) 

It is easy to show that the solution of (1.9) has the form 

which, together with Eqs. (1. ‘2) and (1,3), gives the solution in final form. 
In applications it is useful to find the asymptotic expression for the series as E -+ 

--f &, i- 0. Differentiating Eq. (1.8) twice with respect to E and taking into account 
the relation @] 
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sin l/s (2n - l)f 
2n - 1 

_ sin1&(2n + I)4 
2n + 1 = $sinS 0.5@zF (1 + n, 1 - n; 5/s; sin2 0.5 E) 

we find 

&=&F( n, - n; 1; 9 sina 0.5 E.J cos nE = 0, sin l/.& < s sin ‘I.& 
?Z=l 

As* -2 - 
sin l/z E (1 - s2 sin20.5~0) 

4 (sin2 0.55 - sz sin2 0.5.QS’S ’ 
sinll&>ssin Vs& (1.11) 

We now multiply Eq. (1.11) by 2.+&r l/a .&, X. (S} and integrate from zero to one. 

Then, taking (1.1) and (1.4) into consideration, we obtain 
co 

Sa = 2 nB, *cosrz 5 - f ($) (E < ‘%) 
n=l 

By carrying out an integration by parts it can be shown that (1. 1J)has the following 

singularity as 5 --f go + 0: 
s’, z: - Vs sin %E ctg l/& ms V&o x. (1) 

(sin2 0.55 - sin2 O.5&)1’* 
+ . . . (4>4e)W3) 

where all terms which are bounded as $ + & -are omitted. 

8, Let us consider the problem of steady-state vibration of an unbounded plane having 
a periodic system of slits of length 21 along the real axis (the distance between the cen- 

ters of the slits is 2L). The normal traction p = q cos tit is applied to the edges of 
the slits. 

The amplitudes of the displacements and stresses can be represented in the following 
form r33: 

where a and p are the tame constants and c, and ca are the longitudinal and transverse 

w?ve speeds. The functions rp and @ are solutions of the equations 

(2.3) 

and, taking account of the behavior at infinity and the symmetry of the state of stress, 

they can be represented in the form 

cp (x, y) = 5 A,emmnP” cosa,x, $ (x, y) = $ B,e-rnP’y sin a, x (2.41 
?Z=* T1=1 

The coefficients An and B, in the expressions (‘2.4) are to be determined from the 
following conditions : 
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v(3,O) = 0 (l,(x<L) 
We find from (2.5) that 

A, = __ B, f - ;; @’ 

2p jj B,[Qs --~-~~~2)p]c(,Ico9~~,5= - 4 (Ofx<1) 
7i==l 

-$ anweB, cm a, x = 0 (E,<s<L) 
n- 1 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

In the determination of the coefficients B, satisfying the dual trigonometric series, 

we shall assume at a =e&a<C Wza=e&<1 (n = 1, 2, . . .) 

Thus the following expressions are valid: 

52, == jj d&sk, 
k=O 

Q, s $j @J22$ Q, _ (1 -it &Is = _ 
(2.8) 

: DG-Q” 
IhO k=l 

where do = 1, dl = ‘/2, . . . 

Da= d~~~~~+2(~+~)d~~~ - 2&d, (3 4 -$ (k - 1) dk_l ($) , 
Considering (2.Q we may rewrite Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) as : 

5 5 &~12k-~~,B,*mct,s =*f$ fo<Xdt) 

n=lL=l 

(2.91 

5 B,* cosa,x = 0 ( 
B,” z= ‘5) (I < 2 G 4 

?I=1 11 
We shall seek the coefficients Bn* in the form of the series. 

B,* =z- &,*+ i$j+ B,,“, + Bn,“, (~) + &*s (-$)” i- . . l (2.10) 

Substituting (2.10) into (2.9) and comparing coefficients of the same powers of 
wafCszI we obtain the following sequence of dual ~igonometric series for finding &,$ _r, 

B:,,,B*,,,, . . .: m 
2 nB:, _-z L -‘!- cosnE = yap& (0 \< e Q Fo) 
n=t 

co 

2 B~,_,cosnb=O K.a<E < n) (2.11) 
n-1 
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5 BClcosnE -0 go<4dn) (2.13) 
TI=l 

(E=nzlL, &=nZ/L) 

In what follows it will be sufficient (as calculations indicate) to limit ourselves to 
three terms of the expansion (2.10). Taking account of this, the normal stresses on the 
axis between slits are determined by the following relation : 

$av(z,O)=-D1($) 5 nBz,_loosnE- (3) 5 [$D,c+ 
n=l n=1 

Considering that series of the form 

5 + 00s nE 
-1 

(k = 1, 3,5, . . .) 

are continuous functions for E = &, we obtain from (1.13). (2.14), and the condition 

of limiting equilibrium [4] ( *) 
(2.15) 

KC= ~~~~a,,(z,O) = ~D~cos% &, (~tg’i’~j-“~~i~~‘X,.l(i) 

where K, is the fracture cohesiveness. Determining the xjml (1) (i = 0, 1, 2) sequen- 

tially from (1.10) and (2.11-2.13), we obtain 

l ) The condition of limiting equilibrium holds also in the same form for the case of 
dynamic loading (as can be justified by considerations of invariance [5]). However. K, 
will depend on the frequency of vibration o and is determined experimentally. 
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COS= 0.5Eo d - 
M,(~,~)=%n-;-i-- 

s 
PCdp 

srn /2 40 d.s o yC(aa - pz)(i - pa sina 0.5&,) 

N,l&)= [~_11($)]a+4tg20.5~Sln(ssini/2~~).~~~~,So)~s 

0 

9 - p2) (1 - p2 sW0.5$,) 

Taking account of the three terms of the series (z&15), we obtain the final expression 

For o = 0 in (2.18) we obtain the known result [S] of the solution of the problem for 
a plane with a periodic system of cracks along the s-axis when a static normal loading 
is applied to the edges of the cracks, the loading 4 being constant along a slit. 

_._~_~~_. . ..--.. -. ~_., Curves are shown in Fig. 1 for the relation- 
ship (2.18) for various frequencies of vibration 

of the external loading 

+=+/GE 

Fig. 1 

tz+$, v=f, $4j 

The dashed line corresponds to the static 
case w = 0, The curves 1, 2 and 3 correspond 

to the values a = 0.214, 0.224 and 0.316. 
The solutions which have been constructed 

show that a purely inertial effect results in a 
decrease of the magnitude of the fracture load 

for a given crack length. This was noted in 
[‘7] for a single crack. 

The relation (2.18) can also be used to determine the length of crack in a strip of 
length 2L for fracture to occur under the action of a normal load p = 4 cos ot applied 

to the edges of the crack. 
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The theory of media whose properties are derived from the variational principle termed 

“euclidean action” by E, and F. Cosserat is developed in the book by Appell [l]. The 
arguments of the integrand in the mathematical expression of this principle are entirely 

determined by the geometry of the space, In the general statical case, 21 independent 
kinematical elements occur in this function for euclidean space. Certain contemporary 
authors, & 31 and others reduce the number of arguments to 14 by imposing differential 
relations among some of them. In particular, the components of the displacement vector 
and the components of the curl of the displacement vector are examined, Proceeding 

from the last precondition of [4], the basic apparatus for solution of the two-dimensional 
problem of the theory of elasticity is given and used in the present paper. 

1, The rolution of ths two-dlmrnrionrl problem with the rid 
of the Airy and Mindlin :tre:# functionn. The components of the stresses 
and couple stresses may be expressed with the aid of two stress functions in the following 

way : 

where the function q is the usual Airy stress function and 9 is the stress function intro- 
duced by Mindlin. 


